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THE PRACTICAL USE OF RESISTANCE MODELING TO 
INTERPRET THE GAS SEPARATION PROPERTIES OF 

HOLLOW FIBER MEMBRANES 

Abstract. A simple resistance modeling methodology is presented for gas transport 
through asymmetric polymeric membranes. The methodology allows fine structural 
properties such as active layer thickness and surface porosity, to be determined from 
experimental gas permeation data. This paper, which could be regarded as a practical guide, 
shows that resistance modeling, if accompanied by realistic working assumptions, need not 
be difficult and can provide a valuable insight into the relationships between the membrane 
fabrication conditions and performance of gas separation membranes. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of fine structural details at the microscopic level is important in a 
membrane development as it allows more complete understanding of the 
relationships between fabrication conditions and membrane performance. 
Such knowledge could be acquired through resistance modeling [l -61. 

Resistance modeling involves the construction of an electrical resistance 
analogue to represent gas permeation. Each resistance is expressed in term of 
an appropriate flow equation. A parameter fit exercise using experimental data 
can then yield structural details such as active layer thickness and surface 
porosity. 

A major breakthrough in the fabrication of gas separation membranes 
occurred in the early 1980's. Hines and Tripodi [7,8] pioneered the production 
of polysulfone hollow fiber membranes with acceptable flux and selectivity. 
They employed a silicone coating technique to repair defects in the membrane 
wall and introduced resistance modeling to rationalize the coating process. 
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these membranes have relatively thin skins and lower surface porosities. Thus, 
the increase in the dope extrusion rate results in a membrane structure that 
cause an increase in both pressure-normalized flux and selectivity, two key 
properties commonly thought to compete rather than increase simultaneously. 

I t  is likely believed that the thinner active layer and lower surface porosity of 
the high extrusion rate membranes are related to the lower dry gap residence 
time in the spinning process. The dry gap is considered to be responsible for 
skin formation [16] and hence the residence time is found to be a critical factor. 

Also, many of the higher dope extrusion rate fibers exhibit selectivities 
beyond the recognized polysulfone intrinsic value of 28 for C02/CH4[1 21. This 
implies that rheological effects are inclusive. The higher levels of shear 
experienced in the spinneret may orient the polysulfone molecules, causing an 
enhancement in selectivity. FTIR spectroscopic studies have supported this 
view [l 11. 

The values of dp allow visualization of the pore landscape. The values show 
that if the pores were magnified to 1 cm diameter, the adjacent pores would be 
about 10 meters away in the low dope extrusion rate membranes and about 15 
meters away in the high dope extrusion rate membranes. In view of the 
uncoated selectivities, this illustrates how damaging a limited number of 
pinholes can be in gas separation membranes. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
In  conclusion, this paper has illustrated that resistance modeling can be used in 
a simple way to deduce fine structural properties of gas separation membranes. 
The structural information can then be used to help interpret the relationships 
between fabrication conditions and performance. 
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SYMBOLS 
Membrane surface area 
Fraction of membrane surface 
area that is pores (surface porosity) 
distance between pores 
Thickness 
Molecular Weight 
Number of pores per unit membrane 
surface area 
Pressure difference 
Permeability Coefficient 
Pressure-normalized flux 
Flowrate 
Universal Gas Constant 
Resistance to Gas Permeation 
Radius of pore 
Temperature 
Selectivity 

CLASSIFIC ATION/SUBSCRIPTS 
1 Membrane active layer 
2 Pore 
3 Silicone coating layer 
4 Silicone pore overlay plus penetration 
5 Macroporous substructure 
U Uncoated 
C Coated 
a Component i (Con)  

j Component j (CH4) 


